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Executive Summary

Title: Arctic Opening: U.S. Joint Force Capabilities in 2025

Author: Major Jonathan R. Martin, United States Army, Currently studying at the Marine Corps School of Advanced Warfighting, Quantico, Virginia.

Thesis: The United States will be able to achieve its national security objectives in the Arctic in 2025 by developing Arctic capabilities primarily through service and joint doctrine development, joint and multi-national training exercises, and the establishment or improvement of limited base and road infrastructure in the Arctic region.

Discussion: The Arctic is opening and Russia has invested significantly in its military capabilities to operate in the region. The United States and some of its North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies including Norway and Canada have significant interests in the region. As the United States looks ahead to 2025 and beyond, the Department of Defense (DOD) should consider allocating resources to develop Arctic capabilities through service and joint doctrine development, joint and multi-national training exercises, and the establishment or improvement of limited base and road infrastructure in Northern Alaska.

Conclusion: A series of combined joint exercises in Alaska and Norway should begin no later than 2020 to ensure that the joint force is prepared to fight and win in the Arctic in 2025. In Norway, NATO should execute mission command exercises based on a scenario where conflict occurs over the Svalbard archipelago. In Alaska, a combined joint exercise which includes the deployment of ground, air, and naval forces from the United States to establish sea control in the Bering Strait and Beaufort Sea, seize and defend ports and airfields in Northern and Western Alaska will challenge and test the joint forces ability to operate in an Arctic environment. Through these two exercises the United States will be able to effectively develop the capability to operate in the Arctic environment.
Introduction

During the Cold War, the Arctic region was important to both the United States and the Soviet Union. The United States feared that the Soviet Union would launch a nuclear attack over the Arctic. The Soviet Union shared similar concerns, but for it the Arctic was also important due to its geographic position and its limited access to warm water ports. The Soviet Union’s northern ports were a critical requirement for its ability to project sea power. These security concerns in the Arctic compelled both the United States and the Soviet Union to develop capabilities to operate in the land, sea, and air domains in the region. However, the posturing by each side in the Arctic never escalated to open conflict. In the immediate aftermath of the Cold War and the close of the 20th century, the United States focus on the region waned and Russia was faced with more pressing problems resulting from the collapse of their empire.

In the last ten years, the Arctic region has re-emerged as an important area prone to conflict in the geopolitical competition between the United States and its allies and Russia. In addition to the United States, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) states that have Arctic coastlines are Canada, Norway, Denmark (Greenland), and Iceland. Changes in the regions climate are leading to changes in the character of that competition. The operational environment in the Arctic is changing as the earth’s average temperatures rise. The estimates of the pace of change vary, but if current trends continue, humans will have improved access to the Arctic over the next 10 to 15 years. Eased access will allow for the exploitation of the region’s energy resources as well as provide new sea lines of communication (SLOC) between the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. Additionally, for Canada and Russia, the opening of the Arctic affords them new opportunities to project sea power.
The competition between the United States and Soviet Union was limited to posturing during the Cold War. The potential that future competition between the United States and Russia in the Arctic could escalate into armed conflict cannot be ignored. The Arctic is opening. The Department of Defense (DOD) will need to be capable of achieving its objectives in the region in accordance with National Security Strategy.

As the United States prepares for future war, it would be helpful if American leaders understand: What capabilities will the United States require in 2025 to be able to achieve its national security objectives in the Arctic? The United States should be able to achieve its national security objectives in the Arctic in 2025 by developing Arctic capabilities primarily through service and joint doctrine development, joint and multi-national training exercises, and the establishment or improvement of limited base and road infrastructure in Northern Alaska.

Arctic Operational Environment in 2025

There is debate in the media about the cause and effects of climate change. The details of that debate are beyond the scope of this paper. It is a valid assumption that current trends with respect to the effects in the Arctic will continue. This assumption suggests that SLOCs in the Arctic will continue to open and that there will be an increase in traffic by military and commercial vessels as well as vessels engaged in scientific research and exploration. This assumption does not mean an easing of the harsh conditions that define the Arctic environment. When planning for operations in the Arctic, the Rule of Three is a useful consideration. Mr. Dusty Finley, the Chief of the G37 Force Management Division for U.S. Army Alaska, explains that, “Operations in the Arctic are three times more expensive and take three times longer to execute.”

The major change to the sea domain in the Arctic is the opening of SLOCs. According to the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Northern Sea Route (NSR) over
Eurasia and through Russian claimed territorial waters first opened in 2005. The Northwest Passage (NWP) through Canadian territorial waters opened for the first time in 2007. Dr. Scott Borgerson, the visiting fellow for ocean governance at CFR and an adjunct senior research scholar at Columbia University estimates that a voyage from Shanghai, China to Hamburg, Germany via the NSR is 30 percent shorter than travelling through the Strait of Malacca and the Suez Canal. In 2009, five cargo vessels used the NSR, it increased to 71 vessels in 2013. In 2013, the Danish vessel Nordic Orion saved an estimated $80,000 in fuel by transiting the NWP. Dr. Borgerson expects that by 2025 a SLOC will open across the North Pole outside of the jurisdiction of any state. The change in the sea domain in the Arctic presents obvious opportunities, but with opportunity comes some risks. First, there is the risk associated with the Rule of Three. While transiting the Arctic may offer some savings in international shipping, the costs of preparing for and executing search and rescue operations cannot be ignored. Second, with competition comes the potential for conflict.
In addition to opening of SLOCs, rising temperatures are also affecting key ground lines of communication (GLOC) in the Arctic. Many outposts in the Arctic region rely on ice roads during the winter. As temperatures rise the period that those roads are open each year is decreasing. Developing an understanding and accounting for changes to both SLOCs and GLOCs is the most critical factor when considering the development and maintenance of joint capabilities for the Arctic. While the changing climate will not significantly affect the air domain in the Arctic, it is still important to consider the effects that changes to the sea and land domains will have on air operations in the region. Figure 2 depicts the road network in Alaska as well as the C17 capable airfields. The road network North and West of Fairbanks is extremely limited.
Most research on the Arctic has focused on future opportunities for resource exploitation and commercial shipping as well as the environmental and safety risks associated with those activities. When thinking about future conflict, another consideration is the effect of changes in the Arctic on Russia’s geostrategic position in the world. Before developing a strategy and Arctic capabilities for the joint force, the United States should consider the implications of Arctic opening in the context of its relationship with its NATO allies and Russia.

**Russia’s Arctic Capability Development**

Russia has invested heavily in the Arctic region over the last 15 years while the United States has been focused on a “pivot” to Asia and perpetual conflicts in the Middle
East and South Asia. The development of Russian commercial and military capabilities in the Arctic has been coupled with some diplomatic initiatives, including the planting of the Russian flag on underwater Lomonsov Ridge at the North Pole and an increase in bellicose rhetoric. It is too early to tell if Russia will reap what it hopes to sow in terms of resource exploitation and commercial opportunities in the region, but as The New York Times recently noted, "The dream of an Arctic Klondike, made possible by the rapid warming of once-icebound waters, has been at the core of Russia’s national ambitions and those of the world’s biggest energy companies for more than a decade."

Figure 3 depicts the Lomonsov Ridge and the territorial claims in the Arctic. Further discussion of the issues and circumstances surrounding those claims as well as an explanation of the role of the Arctic Council can be found in the end notes.

Figure 3: Arctic Territorial Claims

Russia’s investment has included significant improvements in the structure and capacity of its Arctic forces. The Russian Arctic is divided into four military districts: Leningrad, Volga-Urals, Central, and Far East and two regional border commands at Murmansk and Petropavlovsk-Cmchatka. The two border commands fall under the purview of the Federal Security Service (FSB). The FSB is responsible for protecting Russia’s land borders, its Arctic coastline, and will monitor activity along the NSR.\(^{14}\)

When it comes to power projection in the Arctic, Russia made significant changes to the command structure of its Arctic forces in 2014. On December 1, 2014, the Northern Strategic Joint Command, also known as the Northern Fleet United Strategic Command (OSK Sever), was established to provide command and control of all Russian military forces operating in the Arctic.\(^{15}\) The OSK Sever has the equivalent status of a military district and reports directly to the National Defense Control Center in Moscow.\(^{16}\) The missions that fall under the purview of OSK Sever include coastal patrolling, installation security, ensuring free passage of the NSR, and anti-terrorism operations to protect oil and gas installations as well as tanker traffic on SLOCs.\(^{17}\) Additionally, OSK Sever plays an important role in Russia’s nuclear arms capability since it is estimated that 81 percent of Russia’s 576 sea based nuclear warheads are on submarines in the Northern Fleet.\(^{18}\)

In the past few years, Russia has constructed 14 airfields, 10 search and rescue (SAR) stations, 16 deep water ports, 10 air defense radar stations, and one drone base in the Arctic.\(^{19}\) The drone base in Anadyr is located within 420 miles of mainland Alaska and approximately 300 miles from St. Lawrence Island.\(^{20}\) In the Eastern Arctic, Russia has re-opened bases in the Arctic on Wrangel Island and Camp Smith. Russia conducted landing exercises with a Tactical Airborne Battalion from the 83rd Separate Air Assault Brigade and the 155th Separate Marine Brigade from Pacific Fleet upon the re-opening of these facilities.\(^{21}\)
On Kotelny Island in the New Siberian Archipelago, Russia has renovated the Temp air base to accommodate the Ilyushin Il-76 aircraft (slightly larger than a C-141) and to house the 99th Arctic Tactical Group (ATG). The 99th ATG is a new formation in the Russian Navy that is tasked with developing combined arms capabilities to fight in the harsh conditions of the Arctic. As part of the establishment of OSK Sever, Russia positioned Pantsir-S1 missiles and artillery systems on Kotelny Island.

In the Murmansk region, Russia established a base at Alakurtti, approximately 50 kilometers from the Finland-Russia border to house an Arctic brigade. On the Kola Peninsula in Penchenga, approximately 10 kilometers from the Norway-Russia border the 200th Independent Motorized Infantry Brigade and the 61st Independent Red Banner Naval Infantry Brigade are based. The 61st was recently re-organized and expanded from a Regiment into a Brigade.
When it comes to sea power, Russia’s Northern Fleet is its largest fleet and as noted earlier consists of most of Russia’s missile carrying strategic submarines.\textsuperscript{25} The Northern Fleet Naval forces are dispersed among 12 bases, which are all located in the Arctic. The composition of the fleet is 33 submarines of which nine are strategic and 24 are tactical, the fleet has 11 surface combat ships, nine patrol and coastal combat vessels, and four amphibious landing ships.\textsuperscript{26} Russia has 40 ice breakers with six under construction and five more planned for construction giving them a significant advantage in terms of ice breakers. This fleet includes seven large, nuclear power ice breakers. Russia is the only state in the world with nuclear powered ice breakers.\textsuperscript{27}

As far as airpower in the Northern Fleet, Russia has 18 Su-33 fighter aircraft, five Su-25UTG attack aircraft, 13 Tu-142M/MR anti-submarine aircraft, three electronic warfare aircraft, nine military transport aircraft, one Ka-27 anti-submarine warfare helicopter, and one Ka-29 transport helicopter.\textsuperscript{28} As of 2013, there were two surface-to-air missile (SAM) regiments and all 18 Su-33 fighter aircraft on the Kola Peninsula, while another SAM regiment was located in vicinity of Archangel at Severodvinsk base.\textsuperscript{29} There was group of MiG-31s at Rogachevo airfield on the Novaya Zemlya archipelago. Russia plans to double the forces on Novaya Zemlya by 2020.\textsuperscript{30}
The activity of Russia's strategic bombers in the Arctic has been of concern to the United States and NATO since 2007. The Tupolev Tu-95 and the supersonic Tu-160 and Tu-22M3 regularly patrol over the Arctic and often violate the airspace of the United States and its allies. In 2007, Russia violated American airspace in Alaska 18 times and since the annexation of Crimea there has been a marked increase in which Russian bombers enter the airspace of our NATO allies as well as Finland and Sweden. For example, in 2014 Russian jets were intercepted by Norway 74 times, which is an increase of 27 percent of violations of
Norwegian airspace in 2013. In conjunction with the escalation of Russian air incursions, there has also been an increase in activity of Russian submarines in the North Atlantic and North Pacific. The Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom (GIUK) gap is important in this regard as it is the primary SLOC for Russian submarines based in the Kola Peninsula to project into the Atlantic.\textsuperscript{33}
Russia’s effort to develop its military capabilities in the Arctic is significant. Given the size of their Arctic coast and the importance of the Arctic region to their economy, this is a rational allocation of their military resources. The United States and its allies can use...
Russia's current strategy in the Arctic to frame development of each state's own Arctic strategy as well as a strategy for NATO. The importance of the Arctic to Norway and Canada is on par with the importance of the region to Russia. The region does not rate the same level of importance on the list of national security priorities for Denmark or the United States. Therefore, the United States should consider the broader interests of states and take into account their national security strategies and other regional strategies.

**NATO and American Allies in the Arctic**

The change to the operational environment in the Arctic and Russia's development of its military capability in the Arctic is not occurring in isolation of other international events. The tension between Russia and the West over the annexation of Crimea and operations in Ukraine is significant. Therefore, it is important to consider the interests of NATO members in the Arctic as both independent states and members of the Alliance. The claims made by the NATO states with Arctic coastlines can be seen in Figure 3.

Norway is the only NATO member that has both an Arctic coastline and physically borders Russia. Given this circumstance, Norway has the most to be worried about when it comes to the Arctic opening. Norway’s primary concerns are the proximity of Russian military forces to its border and the potential for conflict with Russia over the Svalbard archipelago. Since 2010, Norway has been implementing a military strategy that focuses funding and resource allocation on their Arctic capability. Norway established a Joint Operational Command Headquarters (JOCH) in Bodo on August 1, 2009 as part of its effort to focus on their Northern regions. The JOCH's mission is,

Overseeing the evolution of Norway's High North defenses into a centralized command and coordinated fighting structure that will be able to call upon an Air Force equipped with F-35s, forward Army battalions deploying CV90 tracked armored fighting vehicles and high mobility Archer artillery units, and a stronger Navy operating anti-aircraft and submarine-hunting Arctic-class Fridtjof Nansen frigates and Skjold corvettes.
The JOCH presents an opportunity for the United States and NATO to develop command and control capabilities in the Arctic through joint multinational exercises. The United States cannot afford to devote the same percentage of its military resources to the Arctic given the other challenges it faces as a hegemon, but the United States could leverage Norway's efforts to develop and validate its doctrine for cold weather operations. Through these exercises the United States can provide NATO the necessary leadership to prepare the alliance for future operations in the Arctic.

Canada's interests in the Arctic are focused on the opportunities presented by the opening of the NWP and opportunities for resource exploitation. Like Russia, Canada's Arctic coastline is vast in relative terms compared to the United States, Norway, and Denmark. Due to the abundance of islands in Canada's Arctic, the NWP traverses through Canada's territorial waters. Therefore, Canada requires a different set of resources in terms of ice breakers and fixed infrastructure to ensure that adequate forces are available and positioned to conduct SAR operations as the volume of international shipping on the NWP increases.

At present, Canada has 13 ice breakers. This ice breaker fleet includes two heavy, four medium, and seven light models. The United States has five ice breakers with one large ice breaker under construction. As of June 2014, four of the five ice breakers are available. The available fleet includes one large ice breaker, two medium ice breakers, and one small ice breaker. The United States and its allies are at a disadvantage both collectively and separately when compared to Russia in terms of ice breakers as depicted in Figure 7. Russia's fleet of 40 ice breakers is impressive and demonstrates the importance of the region to their economy since the end of World War II. The U.S. Coast Guard is responsible for the United States ice breaker fleet, but it works in conjunction with the Navy. As such, both the U.S. Coast Guard and U.S. Navy are saddled with priorities other than
those in the Arctic and the estimated cost to build a new ice breaker may top one billion dollars according to the Congressional Research Service. Therefore, allies are going to be critical to the success of any strategy the United States will execute for the Arctic in 2025.
**Figure 7: Icebreakers of the World**

*Source:* U.S. Coast Guard. "Major Icebreakers of the World."
United States Joint Force in 2025

In May 2013, the United States published the *National Strategy for the Arctic*. The Department of Defense (DOD) followed suit with the publication of its *Arctic Strategy* in November 2013. Both of these documents are useful policies that outline the ends the United States wishes to achieve in the Arctic and they provide some broad guidance on ways to go about that, but they leave a significant void when it comes to means and circumstances. Therefore, the development of the capabilities the joint force will require in 2025 is an effort worth pursuing over the next decade.

The DOD *Arctic Strategy* states that the desired end state for the Arctic is, “a secure and stable region where U.S. national interests are safeguarded, the U.S. homeland is protected, and nations work cooperatively to address challenges.” The supporting objectives outlined by DOD to achieve the above end state are first, “ensure security, support safety, and promote defense cooperation” and second, “prepare for a wide range of challenges and contingencies.” Subsequently, the DOD *Arctic Strategy* provides the following ways or tasks to achieve its objectives and reach its end state:

1) Exercise sovereignty and protect the homeland;
2) Engage public and private sector partners to improve domain awareness in the Arctic;
3) Preserve freedom of the seas in the Arctic;
4) Evolve Arctic infrastructure and capabilities consistent with changing conditions;
5) Support existing agreements with allies and partners while pursuing new ones to build confidence with key regional partners;
6) Provide support to civil authorities, as directed;
7) Partner with other departments and agencies and nations to support human and environmental safety; and
8) Support the development of the Arctic Council and other international institutions that promote regional cooperation and the rule of law.

With the exception of ice breakers, the joint force possesses the resources (infantry, aircraft, ships, etc.) to achieve the end state outlined in the DOD *Arctic Strategy*. Assuming that the end state listed in the strategy will remain be similar in 2025, the individual services and the joint force have a clear understanding of the capabilities they need to develop over the next
decade. The validation of service, joint, and multinational doctrine through a series of exercises will be critical to success in 2025.

The combatant commander responsible for advocating for the capabilities required to achieve the objectives listed in the DOD Arctic Strategy is the Commander of U.S. Northern Command (NORTHCOM). However, the Commander of U.S. European Command (EUCOM) is responsible for more Arctic territory in his area of responsibility. The respective areas of responsibility for the combatant commands are depicted in Figure 8. Therefore, coordination between the NORTHCOM and EUCOM combatant commands will be required as the United States develops its Arctic capabilities. Additionally, there are a host of other actors including other governmental agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), as well as non-governmental organizations, transnational corporations, and indigenous populations that will effect joint force operations in the Arctic. Executing the tasks listed in the Artic Strategy with the diverse set of actors mentioned above is a tall order in any operational environment. Only multiple combined joint exercises in the harsh Arctic environment will enable the United States to develop its Arctic capacity by 2025.
In 2025 the United States should be capable of conducting joint operations in the Arctic to deter Russian aggression and if necessary defeat Russian forces, secure SLOCs, and seize and hold key terrain. If the United States does not develop the capability of its joint forces to fight and win in the Arctic then Russia will exploit this weakness to secure its interests in the Arctic and advance its interests globally. The challenge for the United States is finding the resources to develop an Arctic capability while satisfying the demands of higher priority operations elsewhere in the world.

At present the military services are not prepared to conduct major operations in the Arctic as a joint force. Each service has forces that are trained in operating in the Arctic and the services are in varying stages of development plans that account for the changes in the operational environment discussed above. For example, in January 2011, the U.S. Army and
U.S. Marine Corps updated their doctrine manual on cold weather operations. In February 2014, the U.S. Navy published an Arctic Roadmap which outlines their service plan to improve the training and readiness of their forces in the near-term (present to 2020), midterm (2020-2030), and far term (beyond 2030). On February 25, 2014, with the assistance of Alaska National Guard C-130 aircraft, elements of the 4th Brigade Combat Team (Airborne), 25th Infantry Division conducted the division’s first airborne operation north of the Arctic circle approximately 495 miles North of Fairbanks in the North Slope Borough. Relative to Russia, the United States Arctic capable forces are limited. The risk associated with downsizing forces based in close proximity to Arctic regions can be reduced through the execution of joint exercises that draws on forces based in the Continental United States.

The U.S. Air Force currently bases aviation assets capable of operations in the Arctic at JBER, Eielson Air Force Base, approximately 30 miles Southeast of Fairbanks, and Stratton Air National Guard Base in Scotia, New York. The air forces at JBER include the 11th Rescue Coordination Center, two airlift squadrons, three rescue squadrons, and an air control squadron. The composition of those squadrons includes the C-17 Globemaster, HC-130N, and C-123s as well as HH-60G Pave Hawk helicopters. The 354th Fighter Wing at Eielson is equipped with F-16s. Figure 9 depicts the U.S. Air Force organizations currently training and supporting operations in Alaska. The 109th Airlift wing at Stratton Air National Guard Base has ski-equipped LC-130 Hercules aircraft that are capable of landing on glaciers and un-prepared snow fields. The 109th is tasked with support the National Science Foundation in Antarctica and a combination of scientists from the United States and Europe in Greenland each year.
The U.S. Navy has modest forces assigned to Arctic operations on Kodiak Island in Alaska, but their *Arctic Roadmap* provides a plan to prepare them to accomplish their mission as part of the joint force. Specifically, the roadmap states, “By 2020, the Navy will increase the number of personnel trained in Arctic operations. The Navy will grow expertise in all domains by continuing to participate in exercise, scientific missions, and personnel exchanges in Arctic-like conditions.” The U.S. Navy does not plan to be fully capable of
responding to emergencies affecting national security in the Arctic until 2030. Combined joint exercises in 2020 will be essential to validate the U.S. Navy’s progress towards Arctic capability development.

The U.S. Army has forces at three major bases in Alaska. The 1st Brigade, 25 Infantry Division (SBCT) is located at Fort Wainwright and the 4-25 ID discussed above is at JBER. The 49th Missile Defense Battalion provides ground based ballistic missile defense Fort Greely and is co-located with additional combat support and combat service support units. In addition to these forces mentioned above, the U.S. Army Alaska also operates the Northern Warfare Training Center (NWTC) at Fort Wainwright.

**Conclusion and Recommendation**

The Arctic is opening and Russia has invested significantly in its military capabilities to operate in the region. The United States and some of our NATO allies including Norway and Canada have significant interests in the region. As the United States looks ahead to 2025 and beyond, the DOD should consider allocating resources developing Arctic capabilities through service and joint doctrine development and then validate that doctrine through joint and multi-national training exercises. The establishment or improvement of limited base and road infrastructure in Northern Alaska may be necessary due to the wear and tear on existing infrastructure during the exercises.

A series of exercises in the two areas depicted in Figure 8 should begin no later than 2020 to ensure that the joint force is prepared to fight and win in the Arctic in 2025. In Area One (North of Norway), NATO should execute mission command exercises from the JOCH in Norway based on a scenario where conflict occurs over the Svalbard archipelago. In Area Two, (Alaska), a combined joint exercise in 2020 including Norway, Canada, and Denmark should be conducted. The exercise should include the deployment of ground, air, and naval forces from the United States to establish sea control in the Bering Strait and Beaufort Sea,
seize and defend ports and airfields at Prudoe Bay, Barrow, Kotzebue, and Nome will significantly challenge and test the joint forces ability to operate in an Arctic environment.

The participation of forces from Canada, Norway, and other NATO states in these exercises will allow for the validation of service, joint, and multinational doctrine. Norway’s participation is critical because the most probable scenario where a conflict will occur in the Arctic in 2025 is in the Svalbard archipelago. Canada’s participation is critical because the United States will need to rely on Canada’s ice breakers in the event of a conflict with Russia. The United States is accepting risk if it does not build more ice breakers, but given current budget constraints and competing priorities for ship building it is unlikely that the resources will be available to grow the United States ice breaker fleet. Therefore, the United States can mitigate that risk by improving interoperability with allies that have ice breakers.

The NWTC exists to train leaders to fight and win in harsh cold weather conditions and mountain environments. The NWTC asserts that they are relevant because “a soldier trained in winter is also a good summer fighter; trained only in summer is helpless in the winter.” The same statement applies to the joint force. It is only through combined joint exercises in harsh Arctic environment that the United States will be able to develop the capability to counter Russian aggression in the region in the future.
Figure 10: Combined Joint Exercise Areas

Source: National Snow and Ice Data Center, “All About Arctic Climatology and Meteorology.”
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